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Quirky - Stem

Product Name: Quirky - Stem

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2301

Quirky is a new type of socially developed product company founded with the vision of
making invention accessible. Quirky believes the best ideas in the world aren&#39t
actually in the world... they&#39re locked inside people&#39s heads. They exist to
solve that problem.
PRODUCTS INVENTED BY REAL PEOPLE LIKE YOU...BECAUSE REAL PEOPLE
KNOW WHAT&#39S UP
Quirky believes the best ideas in the world aren&#39t actually in the world...
they&#39re locked inside people&#39s heads. They exist to solve that problem.
Quirky’s community members, inventors and product “influencers,” ultimately share its
financial success with them. Headquartered in New York City, Quirky brings products
to the marketplace through interaction between its active online global community and
Quirky’s expert product design staff, bringing to life ideas from their earliest stages to
store shelves.
STEM - Tap the Flavour 
Spray it, don’t squeeze it! Stem is designed to allow a cook to spray juice directly from
a citrus fruit. No longer do you have to cut and squeeze your fruit to get the juice out
like a common cook. With only one finger you can now spray citrus juice on your
favorite foods evenly. Let Stem add a little zest in your kitchen and on your food!
Features
Easy disassembly for cleaning
Serrated teeth allowing for simple insertion into fruit
Sprays and distributes juice evenly
Small and easy to store
Materials
Polypropylene – Food safe plastic
Dimensions
93.5mm (height), 24mm (diameter)

Price: R106.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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